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Date: July 21, 2022 

 

Addendum #1: (RFP #2022-07): Elementary Perimeter Fencing  

Contractor Questions: 

 

General: 1. Needing site surveys for each school for permitting with City of Kerrville? (In Progress by 
District) 

2. What color will be chosen for the 5’ pedestrian gates? (colors with be decided by District prior to 
installation) 

 

Tom Daniels 1. Will fencing be placed inside of curb at playground area and how will it be connected to corner of 
building? (Yes place inside curb and angle to corner of building) 

 2. Where will the final location of the northern perimeter fence be due to the power line easement. 
(attachment shows new fence location) 

 3. If northern perimeter fence is changed then where is the new placement of NW maintenance 
gate location? (Attachment shows new location for maintenance gate) 

 4. Can the relocation of the 20’ sliding gate move closer to crosswalk due to elevation issue? (yes 
as shown on attachment)  

 5. Can the location of the fence connecting to main building be at the east double doors, instead of 
building corner? (Yes as shown on attachment) 

 6. Can the District define what style of sliding gate they would prefer? Metal Frame with Black 
Coated Chain link to match the fence) 

 

Nimitz: 1. Can the perimeter fence at the inlet location by bus drop off contour with elevation changes at 
the water inlet area? (Yes match the contour) 

 2. Perimeter fence change in elevation next too air-conditioner units will have a step down. Is that 
okay? (Yes accepted maintain 7 foot height) 

 3. Step down fence from Mentor building to main building will have 3 step downs due to rock steps. 
Is that okay? (Yes accepted to remain 7 foot heights) 

 4. Does the District want the fence and gate on the west side next to gym square with service 
road? (Yes) 



 

Starkey: 1. Can the fence line move inside of tree line on the east side with additional maintenance gates 
(many trees to be removed). (yes as attachment shows new fence location) 

 2. Add additional 5’pedestrian gate next to memorial area to incorporate sidewalk entry. (see 
location on attached map)  
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